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About This Game

-------------------
The story of the game is the same as "Pub Encounter" for the smartphone version.

"Main & Sub scenarios" of the smartphone version that have been released till March 2016 are included.
-------------------

- What is "Pub Encounter"?
It's a romance game where you can fall in love with one of several middle-aged men. All of them are experienced in life and

have their own stories to tell. They may not be young, but they can love as deeply and passionately as anyone.

- The Story
After a rough day at work, you decide to walk a different way home to try and improve your mood. Walking down an

unfamiliar street, you stumble across a bar named Audire that seems like it has a nice atmosphere. Unsure of what to expect,
you open the door and find a group of high-class older men. What awaits you at Audire?

- The Guys
Yuze Ryunosuke

Focuses on his job a little too seriously. Because of certain events in his past, he's uncomfortable around women.

Arashiro Mamoru
Always in a good mood, but has a mysterious air to him. He's a gentleman who isn't afraid to go on the offensive to get what he

wants.
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Kodama Hideaki
Charming, but a bit of an airhead. If there's a woman around, he naturally winds up next to her. More cunning than he looks.

Hodo Yorihisa
A seemingly gentle man who has a way with words. Treats life like a game.

Toyoizumi Soichiro
A calm gentleman who's good at listening. Normally he's just an observer, but once you get to know him...

- This Game is for You if...
you want to fall in love with a handsome guy.

you like romance novels, romance manga, and romantic TV dramas.
you like romance games.

you want to know what it's like to love an older man.

-------------------
Character design : Yat (わいあっと)
Scenario : HUNEX CO.,LTD.
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Title: Pub Encounter
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Dogenzaka Lab
Publisher:
Dogenzaka Lab
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Hopefully it keeps getting updates. It seems really great so far, but it's short. Only about 3 hours at most to beat everything.
What there is is really good, though.. This game is amazing. It's been a long time since I've truly enjoyed one of these games
(My all-time favorite is Dungeon Siege 2, and this is definitely my 2nd now...)
I held off playing this game for so long even during the free weekends and stuff, but I finally gave in, and haven't regretted it
since.
I was hooked from the very beginning with the intro, and the more I played the deeper the story got and more involved I
became.

If you like games like Dungeon Siege\/Diablo\/Titan Quest\/ Path of Exile, GET THIS GAME!. nice, littel game. Not difficult,
not challenging, but nice.. Best game ever.
BTW I'm Russian and this is accurate. Reminds me of home.... A real treat for a fan of Touhou and an even bigger fan of
Sakuya!

This game delivers all the action of a metroidvania and combines it with the hectic elements of Touhou, which it accomplishes
by pouring in a slew of enemies that will toss projectiles at you without mercy along with obstacles that will challenge your
platforming abilities.

I had initially thought that time stop and time slow would make the game a little too easy but boss and enemy mechanics are
built around those two mechanics - projectiles that only move during stopped time, and those that move during slowed time. I do
wish they built more around the mechanic of time being sapped away by the red mist though.

Bosses hit that oh-so satisfying difficulty where you feel super good about yourself after beating them. As you progress, bosses
will get harder and pile on more of the time mechanics you encounter, however, you will be more than well equipped with the
knowledge to get past what they throw at you.

Graphically, this game is beautiful! The details that go into every bit of the background are astounding. From the flickering of
the lights to the sprinkling of the water - everything has a bit of love poured into it to make this game something special.

This game took me about 2 hours to beat! It's definitely polished and worth the 18 dollar price tag. A definite must-buy for
anyone that loves metroidvanias or Touhou.. A pretty good arcade game with very impressive and long singleplayer campaign.

And if you are not a spoiled child, you can easily change settings and resolution. Just go to installation folder of the game and hit
Configure.exe.(Full HD resolution is available too). This is not a good game.
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yeah its fun for maybe 30 minutes. a dream
a must-have-played for every fan of genious point-and-click adventures
captivating story , art and atmosphere
gorgeous surreal style
great puzzles
absolutely recommendable
unique
; ). Gives me diarrhea, therefore it keeps my flesh tunnel clean and makes sure there's no chunks lodged in there for discomfort.

7\/10. Controls are awful, characters are missing a ton of moves and there's no balance and no 3rd party gamepad support..
Absolute piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Did you expect something other than that? Scroll back on up and
take a look at the "About" section xD

Refund imminent.

Video:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DY1Ywl-s27c. It'S too dark in the game, even with a flashlight you see almost nothing.
When the flashlight fall on the gound, you have no chance to find it, and the time you need to looking for the flashlight is
important to choose the weapon. So, pls, make it brighter, so I can see the enemies and the waepons.

The game is good, especially for free. A similar game is the brookshaven experiment, this is more balanced then this, but not for
free to play. I like Fastigium because it has a variation of short distance weapons. (Bat, Samurai Sword, Wrench...)
. In this game you'll sometimes have to wander around and search for items without any clues. But the story is amazing. At first
it's getting more and more mysterious but at the end you start to figure things out. It has multiple endings, so it makes it good for
multiple runs. The soundtrack is awesome too.. Controls are annoying and hard to understand but the game is really fun and if
you have kids it's a great game for them to waste their day on. 8/10. Fantastic game at least someone is doing something good
with Survival Horror since Capcom and Konami have run it into the ground. Yes the animations are abit dodgy but you have to
remember there's only one developer working on the game.

Demo available:
There is now a free demo available if you wanna try the game before buying.. For reviewers - Last minute bug fixes:
Just wanted to give a quick note; during a final playthrough some last minute, potentially game-breaking bugs were found and
fixed, most notably on Level 77 (where the enemies could accidentally go down a level) and on Level 92 (where the long-jump
didn't work on a gamepad).

Everything should be in order now, before the official release.. Robbotto Bundle now available:
A bundle with the game and soundtrack is now available at 25% discount.. The game is out!:
Alright, the game is now released!
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